
Fitting Instructions
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On a table or hard surface, 
rub through the application 
tape with the squeegee to 
ensure a good bond to the 
vinyl (graphic should be 
 layed facing up).

Tape the vinyl artwork to the 
wall in your chosen position 
with masking tape at the 
corners.

Tape to the wall vertically 
across the middle (best way 
for long thin artwork) or 
horizontally (for smaller 
artwork) and remove the 
tape from the top corners.

Gently peel the printed 
backing sheet away from the 
vinyl, keeping the free edge 
�at to the wall.
If detail comes away with the
backing sheet, reverse and press vinyl
and application tape together before
continuing.

Carefully cut away right hand 
section of backing sheet, 
holding the vinyl with your 
other hand.

Gently squeegee the 
application tape and vinyl to 
the right from the middle 
and out to the corners, while 
holding the vinyl away from 
the wall.
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Remove the tape from the 
middle of the artwork.

Fold the left half up against 
the wall and gently remove 
the backing sheet as before.
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Holding the vinyl away from 
the wall by the edge of the 
application tape, gently
squeegee it to the left as 
before.

When applied, carefully but 
�rmly rub the vinyl with the 
edge of the squeegee to 
ensure good contact.

Starting with a top corner, 
peel back the application 
tape in a 45º direction,
keeping the removed layer 
�ush against the wall.
Should any vinyl come away from
the wall, reverse and rub with the
squeegee through the application 
tape before continuing as before.

Finally, hold the shiny side of 
the backing sheet against the 
vinyl and rub again with the 
edge of the squeegee.

TIP: If you have any problems following those steps or would like to see how it’s done before installation, there’s a choice of 
videos online that will quide you through application process. 

BEFORE FITTING: Please make sure that your wall is clean, dry and dust free before �tting. We recommend that new 
paintwork has been allowed to dry for 3-4 weeks before �tting our wall graphics. 
If you have multiple decals on one sheet you may wish to separate them to make the task more manageable.
Large graphics (sent to you in tubes) should be laid on a �at surface (dinning table, hard�oor) and secured with fairly 
heavy objects (books, magazines etc.) on corners (with image facing up), to make entire decal as �at as possible. Decals 
left �at for a while this way  will make installation easier.
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